I. INTRODUCTION
Ever since the inception of the Gold Standard Exchange in 1876, the evolution of the currency market [1] alongside technology advancement has propelled Forex into one of the biggest financial market surpassing even the stock exchange. This is evident as proven by the massive amount of daily trading which amounts to 5.3 million as recorded by the Triennial Central Bank Survey [2] . Coupled with the advancement on technology over the years, it has only served in providing the influx of Forex traders with ease of access via the introduction of automated trading platforms. The trading platform not only serve as means for traders to monitor and trade Forex data in real time, it has also evolved into something much more sophisticated with the incorporation of additional tools such as basic trend analysis and expert advisors.
Trend analysis and expert system is where researchers contribute by introducing novel methods in the analysis and forecasting of the Forex market. Forex market prediction is particularly complicated as there are many external factors and assumptions affecting the fluctuation of the Forex prices as well as the size of the market. Not to mention that traders often rely on heuristics and experience in data analysis. While traders incorporate all sorts of statistical based methods and trading rules in forecasting, researchers approaching it from the computational finance aspect will be tempted to incorporate elements of Artificial Intelligence (AI), especially soft computing methods such as: Artificial Neural Network (ANN), Fuzzy Systems, Evolutionary Computing and Swarm Herein this paper, not one but two of the most important question/assumption concerning the forex time series data will be investigated, namely: 1) history repeats itself in the Forex market and 2) there are unknown underlying patterns that develop over time that are useful in forex forecasting. It is well known that traditionalist believe in the random nature of the forex market which is tough to forecast. However, recent years have seen the emergence of a new breed of traders who believes in the existence of trends and patterns in forex trading. In this paper, the repetitions and formation of patterns either known/unknown within the forex time series data are investigated.
II. FOREX FORECASTING

A. Overview
Taking into consideration that the current Forex market forecasting research encompasses a variety of methods from different academic disciplines and its evolution through the years, a brief overview of forex data analysis and forecasting methods used over the years as depicted in Fig 1 is essential . Historically, proponents of the Random Walk Hypothesis [3] and Efficient Market Hypothesis [4] promoted the idea that the Forex market t1uctuations are unpredictable. However, traders who believe in the three remaining analysis methods namely: fundamental analysis, sentiment analysis and technical analysis have their own interpretation of what actually affects the Forex market. In truth, it is extremely difficult to gauge the effects of each individual element within the analysis methods studied when even the source of information itself differs greatly as news delivery platform evolve along with the ability of the traders to keep up with the latest updates.
The forex historical data proves to be a crucial element in analysis methods widely utilised by technical analyst as well as researchers in the area of computational finance. Although technical analysis has traditionally been used by traders, researchers have begun adopting the use of historical data for various analysis using softlhard computing methods introduced in Artificial Intelligence [5, 6] . Forex historical data required obtained from sources such as OANDA.com, HistData.com, and TradeStation [7] [8] [9] [10] have been integrated into the innumerable application of technical analysis and AI methods.
Subsection B below provides more in depth discussion on the technical analysis methods as well as methods currently used for forex data analysis and forecasting.
Fig. 1. Forex forecasting methods
B. Technical Analysis
Technical analysis can be seen to encompass two main methods: 1) mechanical and 2) charting based analysis. Charting replies upon predefined chart pattern such as available in [11] and used in research for forex forecasting where identification of chart patterns are performed for forecasting purposes [12, 13] . Recorded in the aptly named Encyclopedia of Chart Patterns, a total of 53 chart patterns have been identified [11] that are useful in market analysis. However, charting is not without its shortcoming as it is extremely subjective and depends heavily on the interpretation of the trader performing the analysis to identify the pattern. Moreover, it does not offer flexibility in dealing with unknown and hidden patterns within the time series data.
The incorporation of AI methods have vastly expanded the options available in the analysis and forecasting of Forex data. While the development of soft: computing have seen the introduction of machine learning algorithm such as SVM, HMM, ANN, Genetic Algorithm for analysis and forecasting, hard computing focuses on rigid statistical based methods to forecast the data. Methods such as ARIMA and GARCH are among some of the techniques used. Hybrid methods combining both soft: and hard computing methods have also been introduced as discussed by Abraham [5] .
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C. SAX Time Series Analysis SAX algorithm has been widely used for time series analysis [14] . The SAX representation proves to be an excellent candidate as feature representation for forex data analysis as it is a simple yet powerful feature representation for such a huge set of data. The simple symbolic representation used initially for time series analysis has been adopted for stock investment strategies optimization [15] [16] [17] [18] ; focusing primarily on the analysis of stock market data. The processing algorithm involves the use of SaX features along with genetic algorithm optimization kernel which determines the buy/sell decisions.
In order to better understand the feature representation offered by SAX, it is important to look at the algorithm implementation in detail. As outlined by previous researches [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] , the three major components of SAX algorithm involves: 1) Normalisation of the time series data, 2) Piecewise Aggregate Approximation (PAA) computation and 3) converting the P AA to a symbolic representation [14] . Performing the z-score normalization on the time series data (z;) by subtracting each of the time series element (Ci ) by the mean value (;1) and dividing it by the standard deviation (0') as denoted in (1) is important to obtain meaningful comparison of the time series data as the data might have different offsets and amplitudes [14] .
(1) Subsequent to normalization, the P AA could then be applied to the data as proposed by Lin et al [14] . Finally, the SAX string representation could be obtained once the discretization of the time series is performed whereby breakpoints are allocated as denoted in Fig 2 to 
III. PROPOSED SYSTEM
There is no doubt that extensive work has been done on the identification of forex time series patterns. However, the proposed method ventures into uncharted territory with a novel proposition of dealing with unknown patterns. The proposed implementation involves the use of SAX representation as features in the identification and matching of unknown patterns within the forex time series. For the proposed system developed, a detailed discussion of the dataset used is available in subsection A below while the algorithm implementation is further deliberated in subsection B.
A. Dataset
From a wide selection of forex historical data accessible from HistData website [19] , the EURIUSD exchange rate have been chosen as it is recognised as one of the five major currencies in the forex market. The data downloaded is subsequently pre-processed and the close price captured used for computation. The illustration of the entire dataset is as depicted in Fig 3 and detailed breakdown of the dataset used are available in Table I . The proposed algorithm involves the use of SAX symbolic representation in detecting unknown patterns within the forex time series and seeking its repetitions, if it exists. The algorithm consists of the following major steps: pre-processing, SAX symbolic representation and lastly, finding the minimum distance between the SAX feature representation of the time series obtained. The pre-processing steps involve segmenting the time series data into predefined time segment to acquire the SAX representation whereby for the purpose of this study is set on a bi-weekly basis. Once the SAX symbolic representations of all the segments are obtained, the distances comparing each of the strings are computed. From the distance measures obtained, the repeating patterns within the forex time series are easily identified. A detailed representation of the algorithm implementation is as depicted in the pseudocode as described in Fig 4. 
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Step 1: Time series data
Step 2: Pre-processing
•
Time Series Segmentation
For each time series representation:
Step 3: SAX symbolic Representation Computation .:.
Dimensionality Reduction -Detennine the number of segments required.
•
Step 4: PAA to SAX conversion .:. Breakpoint Allocation .
• :. Symbolic representation assignment.
Step 4: Calculation of distance measure 
IV. RESULTS
From the algorithm as outlined in Section III, 238 SAX strings are extracted and the tabulation of distance measures for all the SAX strings are as seen in Fig 5. As the distance measure does not provide enough information, the visualisation of the close price for matching strings with the closest distance confirms the similarities of patterns extracted such as shown in Fig 6. Within the graphs, the y-axis represents the price t1uctuation of the EURIUSD exchange with the scale set at a hundredth of the exchange unit (0.01). It can clearly be seen that that the forex close price which produces short distance measure depicted by 
V. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, the proposed method is able to extract and identify unknown patterns which reoccur periodically within the forex time series data. The finding is extremely pertinent in establishing the fact that history does in fact repeat itself in the forex market albeit with slight difference, taking into account the time warping element of the time series data and the repetition occurs in a random manner. This contributes positively to the forecasting of forex price with the ability to handle unknown patterns as the ability to identify repeating patterns are well known in contributing to the forecasting of forex price.
